
Sopharma Clenbuterol 20mcg X 50 - Clen 40

Clen is an oral preparation containing 40 mcg of the substance Clenbuterol per tablet.

• Product: Clen 40 mcg
• Category: Weight Loss
• Ingridient: Clenbuterol
• Manufacture: Singani Pharma
• Qty: 100 tabs
• Item price: $0.47

→ CLICK HERE TO SHOP ONLINE
←

In December 2001, a perilous operation took place in Birmingham to separate three-month-old
conjoined twins, Sanchia and Eman Mowatt. They started life in the full focus of the world's media,
such was the rarity of their predicament. What are the 19-year-old sisters who defied the medical odds
doing today?
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PB 😁!!! Who’d have though 12 months ago I’d be hitting pb’s in my kitchen 🤣. So, my old pb squat is
200kg for a slow single, and this is me taking it for an easy triple 👊🏻, 200kg x 3 on my 3rd working set
⚔?. So pleased with this , I would not have progressed to this level without @biglozwsm coaching me
so well, thank you buddy! The corona bullshit may have slowed me down, but hasn’t stopped me, and
this time we are working through it. Thanks to @s_fellows93 for spotting me too so I don’t put a huge
whole in my kitchen floor haha 😂 ..
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